
啓示。至於“圓錐形入口”及“臺階”的尺寸範圍的選用，是本領

域技術人員通過有限次實驗可以獲得的常規選擇。基於上述

分析，涉案專利權利要求 1 相對於證據 1、證據 5 及公知常識

的結合不具備創造性，專利複審委員會對於涉案專利權利要求

1 創造性的認定正確。

二審法院認爲，以本領域技術人員的認知能力閲讀證據 5，

可以得出一審法院關於證據 5 公開的入口部分形狀是圓形，也

有可能是矩形的認定是正確的結論。但是，一審判决關於“對

本領域普通技術人員而言，方形和圓形均屬於除塵器入口及殻

體的常規選擇”的内容，在無效宣告請求審查程序中，請求人並

未提出“方形和圓形均屬於除塵器入口及殻體的常規選擇”爲

公知常識並與證據 5 相結合的主張，專利複審委員會也未依職

權將“方形和圓形均屬於除塵器入口及殻體的常規選擇”認定

爲公知常識並與證據 5 相結合評價涉案專利權利要求 1 的創

造性。一審法院將當事人未在無效宣告請求審查程序中提出

的公知常識予以引入並與證據 5 相結合評價涉案專利權利要

求 1 的創造性無法律依據。■
（審稿：楊柏勇）

1參見北京市高級人民法院 2017年 12月 20日作出的（2017）京行終

2871號行政判决書（合議庭：劉輝、劉慶輝、毛天鵬，承辦人：劉慶

輝）；北京知識産權法院（2016）京73行初985號行政判决書。

2參見北京市高級人民法院 2017年 6月 30日作出的（2017）京行終

1082號行政判决書（合議庭：謝甄珂、袁相軍、王曉穎，承辦人：袁相

軍）；北京知識産權法院（2016）京73行初126號行政判决書。

3參見北京市高級人民法院2017年3月30日作出的(2015)高行（知）

終字3065號行政判决書（合議庭：謝甄珂、袁相軍、亓蕾，承辦人：袁

相軍）；北京知識産權法院（2015）京知行初字第1298號行政判决書。

4參見北京市高級人民法院 2017年 12月 19日作出的(2017)京行終

1806號行政判决書（合議庭：焦彦、馬軍、戴怡婷，承辦人：焦彦）；北

京知識産權法院（2015）京知行初字第1297號行政判决書。

5同上註。

6參見北京市高級人民法院2017年4月28日作出的（2016）京行終64

號行政判决書（合議庭：劉輝、蘇志甫、俞惠斌，承辦人：劉輝）；北京

知識産權法院（2015）京知行初字第741號行政判决書。

In the year of 2017, the Beijing High People’s Court ac⁃
cepted 3,415 IP cases of all types, representing a 2.9% year
⁃over⁃year increase, of which there were 8 first⁃instance cas⁃
es, 3,178 second ⁃ instance cases, 224 appeals, 3 retrials
and 2 reviews. Of all the newly accepted 3,415 cases, ad⁃
ministrative cases involving grant and affirmation of IP
rights amounted to 3,053, accounting for 89.40% of all the
newly accepted cases while civil cases amounted to 362,

accounting for 10.60%. Of all the 3,053 administrative cas⁃
es involving grant and affirmation of IP rights accepted in
2017, administrative cases involving patent grant and affir⁃
mation amounted to 399, taking up 13.07%, while adminis⁃
trative cases involving trademark grant and affirmation
amounted to 2,654, taking up 86.93%.

In the year of 2017, the Beijing High People’s Court
concluded 3,424 IP cases of all types, representing an

Latest Developments in
Adjudication of IP Cases by Beijing

High People’s Court in 2017
(Abridged Part on Patent)

The IP Tribunal of the Beijing High People’s Court
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8.08% year⁃over⁃year increase, of which there were 2 first⁃
instance cases, 3,201 second ⁃ instance cases, 216 ap⁃
peals, 3 retrials and 2 reviews. Of all the concluded 3,424
cases, administrative cases involving grant and affirmation
of IP rights amounted to 3,070, accounting for 89.66% ,
while civil cases amounted to 354, taking up 10.34% of all
the concluded cases. Of all the 3,070 administrative cases
involving grant and affirmation of IP rights closed in 2017,
administrative cases involving patent grant and affirmation
amounted to 408, making up 13.29%, while administrative
cases involving trademark grant and affirmation amounted
to 2,622, making up 86.71%.

The cases tried at the Beijing High People’s Court in
2017 can be characterized as follows: first, all types of cas⁃
es have been covered, among which complicated and intri⁃
cate cases take a major portion. For instance, an adminis⁃
trative dispute over invalidation of an invention patent titled

“Nucleotide analogs”was concluded. Second, more and
more cases have aroused concerns and attention from the
public, such as“U key”case which is a dispute over in⁃
fringement of an invention patent and a dispute over in⁃
fringement of a trademark“墙锢”. Third, the number of cas⁃
es rises steadily with a 2.9% year ⁃ over ⁃ year increase.
Fourth, administrative cases involving grant and affirmation
of IP rights are still in a dominant position, wherein the vast
majority thereof are administrative cases involving trade⁃
mark grant and affirmation. And fifth, the manpower for tri⁃
als is replenished, but they are still under a heavy burden. A
plurality of judges concluded more than 170 cases per capi⁃
ta in 2017, wherein the highest record was even up to 200
cases.

This article will present an overview of the latest devel⁃
opments and updates of the Beijing High People’s Court in
adjudication of IP cases in 2017.

Administrative cases involving
patent grant and affirmation

1. The date information indicated in a publication can
assist in determining the publication date of the publication.

In determining the publication date of a publication, ac⁃
count shall be taken of not only the printing date, but also
other information recited. A determination shall then be
made in comprehensive consideration of all the information
with the high degree of probability as the standard of proof.
Only when all the information recited in the publication are

inadequate to determine the publication date shall we ap⁃
ply the“presumption rule”as set forth in the Guidelines for
Patent Examination to presume the last day of the month in
which the publication was published as the publication
date.

In an administrative dispute over invalidation of an in⁃
vention patent titled“Treatment of gastrointestinal stromal
tumors”1, the requestor submitted Evidence 1, which is an
article published on The Lancet Oncology in October 2000.
The invalidation requestor argued that the claims of the pat⁃
ent in suit possess no inventive step over Evidence 1. The
dispute of the case focuses on whether The Lancet Oncolo⁃
gy (October 2000) constitutes the prior art, that is, whether
it was published prior to the priority date (27 October, 2000)
of the patent in suit. Both the requestor and the patentee
submitted numerous evidence and grounds concerning the
crux of the dispute. Evidence 9, 10 and 13 provided by the
requestor are e ⁃mail correspondences between the attor⁃
ney on behalf of the requestor and Prof. David Collon⁃
gridge, the editor⁃in⁃chief of The Lancet Oncology, in order
to prove that The Lancet Oncology (October 2000) was
published prior to the priority date of the patent in suit ac⁃
cording to the statements of Prof. David Collongridge in e⁃
mails. The patentee submitted the Counterevidence 1 and
2, namely its e⁃mail correspondences with Prof. David Col⁃
longridge and relevant information posted on the website of
The Lancet Oncology, for proving that Prof. David Collon⁃
gridge was the editor⁃ in⁃chief of that journal in 2014 and it
was uncertain when The Lancet Oncology (October 2000)
was published.

The Patent Re ⁃ examination Board (PRB) held that on
account of Evidence 1 being published before the priority
date of the patent in suit, the determination of Evidence 1
as the prior art evidence before the priority date of the pat⁃
ent in suit was reasonable. The PRB accepted neither Evi⁃
dence 8, 11 and 12 submitted by the requestor for proving
the publication date of Evidence 1 nor the corresponding
Counterevidence 3 to 11, 13, 14 and 27 submitted by the
patentee. In view of all the above materials, the PRB issued
the decision to declare the patent in suit wholly invalid. The
first⁃instance court held that on the basis of the information
disclosed in Counterevidence 12 and in conjunction with
the e ⁃ mail correspondences between the parties con⁃
cerned and the now editor⁃in⁃chief of The Lancet Oncology,
it can be determined that Evidence 1 had been available to
the public before the priority date of the patent in suit and
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therefore constitutes the prior art of the patent in suit.
The second⁃ instance court found that Evidence 1 and

Counterevidence 12 indicate that The Lancet Oncology
was published in“October, 2000”, without telling a specific
date, so the specific publication date of the journal shall be
determined comprehensively in consideration of other rele⁃
vant information. The two⁃page“Conference Log”in Coun⁃
terevidence 12 includes 24 pieces of conference informa⁃
tion consisting of time, name, location, liaison, etc. On the
one⁃page“Classified Advertising”in Counterevidence 12,
the term“coming soon”is at a conspicuous position under
the item“Imedex medical conference experts”. Eight piec⁃
es of information consist of name, time, location, confer⁃
ence president, etc. Among all the 32 pieces of conference
information, five convened before the priority date of the
patent in suit, on 5 October at the earliest, and the other
twenty⁃seven were held after November, 2000. Under nor⁃
mal circumstances, a journal posting a conference adver⁃
tisement shall be published before the conference con⁃
venes, so that those skilled in the art have chances to know
the conference before conference participation, and it is
less probable to see a journal published after a conference.
Pursuant to the standard of proof of“the high degree of
probability”used in civil litigation and in consideration of Ev⁃
idence 1 and the“Conference Log”and“Classified Adver⁃
tisement”in Counterevidence 12, it can be surely deter⁃
mined that Evidence 1 was published before the priority
date of the patent in suit, and belongs to the prior art of the
patent in suit. Claim 1 of the patent in suit lacks an inventive
step over Evidence 1.
2. Technical solution excluded by a patentee when

drafting claims should not be incorporated into the scope of
the claims through claim construction

Effort shall be made to avoid improperly demarcating
the scope of claims in the patent grant and affirmation pro⁃
cess. If a solution, though disclosed in the description of a
patent, is not incorporated into the scope of the claims, it
shall be deemed that the solution has been abandoned by
the patentee and shall not be incorporated into the scope of
claims through claim construction. An explicit statement for
abandoning a technical solution is not a requisite. As long
as those skilled in the art can determine that the patentee
only selects one or more of the multiple solutions disclosed
in the description after reading the claims and description
of the patent in suit, other solutions shall be considered to
be“abandoned”.

In an administrative dispute over invalidation of an in⁃
vention patent titled“Electroluminescent bottle label and
waterproof manufacturing process thereof”2, the descrip⁃
tion of the patent in suit recites, in para. 0009 of the Summa⁃
ry of the Invention section, that“the battery box base is
shaped to fittingly conform to the shape of the bottom of the
bottle so as to be covertly installed in the bottom of the bot⁃
tle”, and in para. 0012 that“the battery box base can also
be designed to have a groove in the upper portion thereof
for embedding the bottom of the bottle or an externally pro⁃
truding tapered component thereon for inserting the bottom
of the bottle, thereby ensuring the stable placement of the
bottle on the base.”Three examples are recited in the de⁃
scription of the present patent. As recited in paras. 0043
and 0044,“Example 3: as shown in Figs. 11 and 12, the bat⁃
tery box base can be designed to be square ⁃shaped, the
square ⁃ shaped battery box base 4 can be designed to
have a groove for embedding the bottom of the bottle or an
externally protruding tapered component thereon for insert⁃
ing the bottom of the bottle, thereby ensuring the stable
placement of the bottle on the base. The bottle 5 can be dis⁃
posed in the groove of the square ⁃ shaped battery box
base, or on the square⁃shaped battery box base 4 by insert⁃
ing the externally protruding tapered component of the
square ⁃ shaped battery box base 4 into the bottom of the
bottle 5, so as to ensure that the bottom can be placed onto
the base stably, and then an electroluminescent label is at⁃
tached to the bottle 5.”One of the disputes of the case is
whether“the battery box base is shaped to fittingly conform
to the shape of the bottom of the bottle so as to be covertly
installed in the bottom of the bottle”constitutes the techni⁃
cal solution claimed in Claim 2 of the patent in suit.

The PRB found that the technical solution of Claim 2 dif⁃
fers from the technical content disclosed in Evidence 1 in
that ① the electroluminescent label comprises a PET film
protective layer, a PET silk screen layer, an ITO film, a phos⁃
phor powder layer, a dielectric layer, a silver paste layer, a
waterproof layer, a double ⁃ sided adhesive, which are se⁃
quentially adhered to each other; and② the electrolumines⁃
cent power supply wire belt has two electrodes therein, and
the electroluminescent power supply wire belt is connected
at its lowermost end with spot welding legs of two elec⁃
trodes in the electroluminescent power supply wire, and the
spot welding legs are connected to the driving unit of the
battery box base. The appealed Decision upheld the validi⁃
ty of the patent in suit. The technical solution of Claim 2 has
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neither prominent substantive features nor notable prog⁃
ress, and therefore lacks an inventive step. The first ⁃ in⁃
stance court also found Claim 2 of the patent in suit lacks
an inventive step.

The second⁃instance court held that the description of
the patent in suit clearly recites that the battery box can be
arranged in two ways, namely“be covertly installed in the
bottom of the bottle”and“be stably placed on the base”,
which are two parallel technical solutions. Claims define the
scope of protection of the patent. While drafting Claim 2,
the patentee only wrote, into the claims, the technical solu⁃
tion that the battery box base can“be covertly installed in
the bottom of the bottle”, and did not claim the technical so⁃
lution that the battery box base can“be stably placed on
the base”. Hence, the latter technical solution is not includ⁃
ed into the scope of claims, and shall be considered to be
the technical solution“donated”by the patentee and not
be construed into the claims. Hence, Claim 2 of the patent
in suit is only directed to the technical solution that the bat⁃
tery box is completely concealed in the bottom of the bottle,
not that the battery box is exposed out of the bottom of the
bottle. In assessing the inventive step of claim 2, the PRB
neglected the distinguishing technical feature that“the bat⁃
tery box base is shaped to fittingly conform to the shape of
the bottom of the bottle so as to be covertly installed in the
bottom of the bottle”. As a result, the PRB erred in finding
claim 2 inventive.
3. Account shall be taken of the coordination between

distinguishing features in the assessment of inventive step.
We should avoid directly regarding the basic attributes

of the distinguishing technical feature per se to be the func⁃
tions it performs in the technical solution, but examine the
association between the distinguishing technical feature
and other features, and finally determine the objective tech⁃
nical effect brought by the distinguishing feature. Especially
when the distinguishing technical feature pertains to com⁃
mon knowledge in the art, if the technical effect is deter⁃
mined merely according to the attribute of the distinguish⁃
ing technical feature without considering the cooperation
and coordination between the distinguishing technical fea⁃
ture and other features in the technical solution, one turns a
blind eye to the internal link between a single distinguishing
technical feature and the entire technical solution. For the
purpose of determining the function and effect of the distin⁃
guishing technical feature, one shall consider the distin⁃
guishing technical feature in the context of the entire techni⁃

cal solution of the patent in suit, while taking into compre⁃
hensive consideration the intrinsic attribute of the distin⁃
guishing feature, the relationship between the distinguish⁃
ing feature and other features, the object of the invention,
etc.

In the administrative dispute over invalidation of the util⁃
ity model patent titled“Pressure⁃type safety belt reminding
sensor positioned on lower surface of seat cushion or on
seat framework”3, Claim 2 of the patent in suit differs from
the closest prior art in the following distinguishing technical
features: (3⁃1) the pressure sensor in the patent in suit com⁃
prises a through hole disposed in a plastic film layer, where⁃
as the membrane switch in Evidence 2 has a small vent pas⁃
sage 36 formed in an adhesive layer 18 and connected to a
main vent passage 38, which terminates at the edge 39 of
the membrane 20 so that it, in effect, is vented to atmo⁃
sphere; (3⁃2) the pressure sensor in the patent in suit com⁃
prises a through hole disposed in a plastic film layer, where⁃
as the membrane switch in Evidence 2 comprises a pas⁃
sage 46 in the substrate 10, and the passage 46 extends to
the chamber 44 formed between the second substrate and
the first substrate. The PRB decided that the description of
the patent in suit did not describe the function of the
through hole in detail, not to say how to identify the lowest
load thereby. Thus, those skilled in the art are unable to de⁃
termine that the through hole functions to identify the lowest
load according to the description, and the patent in suit
lacks an inventive step.

The first⁃ instance court held that the description of the
patent in suit only recites that different loads change the de⁃
gree of contact between two plastic film layers and accord⁃
ingly change the contact resistance, which is conveyed to a
relevant control system for signal detection, not the techni⁃
cal effect that the plastic film through⁃hole is used to identi⁃
fy the lowest load and detect the sensor. After reading the
description, those skilled in the art cannot acquire the above
⁃mentioned technical effect, so the identification of the low⁃
est load is not the technical problem to be actually solved
by the present patent. Although the technical effect
achieved by the plastic film through⁃hole in the distinguish⁃
ing technical features (3⁃1) and (3⁃2) is not recited in the de⁃
scription of the present patent, those skilled in the art can
know that a through hole disposed in the pressure sensor
can achieve the technical effect of air ventilation and ex⁃
haustion, and the said technical effect can also be
achieved in Evidence 2. Having read the description of the
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present patent, those skilled in the art realize that the techni⁃
cal problem actually solved by the distinguishing technical
features (3⁃1) and (3⁃2) is to provide a new manner to bal⁃
ance the pressure inside and outside the sensor. As for the
distinguishing technical feature (3⁃1), it can easily occur to
those skilled in the art to simply open an exhaust passage
in the thin film for the sake of pressure balance. As for the
distinguishing technical feature (3⁃2), those skilled in the art
can also easily conceive of directly achieving the balance
of pressure inside and outside the sensor without using the
second substrate and the cavity 44 in E2. In addition, the
distinguishing technical features (3 ⁃ 1) and (3 ⁃ 2) brought
about no unanticipated technical effect to Claim 2 of the
present patent. As for the distinguishing technical feature
(4), those skilled in the art can arrange a textile protective
material externally to the sensor according to different occa⁃
sions as required, without making any inventive effort, and
such an arrangement does not result in any unanticipated
technical effect. Hence, Claim 2 of the patent in suit lacks
an inventive step.

The second⁃instance court found that the patent in suit
differs from the closest prior art in a pressure sensor includ⁃
ing a“through⁃hole”disposed in the plastic film layer, and
the“through ⁃ hole”, together with other technical features
like upper and lower layered plastic films and printed cir⁃
cuits, constitutes the sensor. The“through ⁃ hole”enables
the air within the double⁃ layered plastic films to be vented
under the action of the load on the seat, and keeps the up⁃
per and lower layered printed circuits in contact so as to
change the contact resistance and transmit the same to a
relevant control system for signal detection, which provides
occupant status information so as to remind them to keep
the safety belts fastened. As the common knowledge or
common sense in the art, the“through⁃hole”certainly has
the function of“ventilation and exhaustion”. Since the

“through⁃hole”in the patent in suit is integrally formed with
the pressure sensor, the objective technical problem shall
not be determined on the basis of the function of the

“through ⁃ hole”alone, but by judging the function of the
“through ⁃ hole”in the context of the pressure sensor. The
two ⁃ page description of the patent in suit reiterates that

“sensing units of the sensor can make measurements re⁃
peatedly”, and those skilled in the art can definitely realize
the technical effect achieved by the sensing units is to

“measure”the load on car seats according to the title and
object of the invention, and the structure and embodiments

of the sensing units. For those reasons, the technical prob⁃
lem to be actually solved by the patent in suit is neither to

“exhaust and ventilate air”as alleged by the patentee, nor
to“maintain balanced pressure”as concluded by the first⁃
instance court, but to“identify the lowest load”. The first⁃in⁃
stance court mistakenly regarded the technical problem
solved by the closest prior art to be the objective technical
problem solved by the patent in suit, thereby resulting in an
erroneous determination of inventive step for the patent in
suit.
4. Supplemental experimental data can be used to as⁃

sess an inventive step under particular conditions
Experimental data supplemented after the filing date

shall be examined in the assessment of inventive step. If
the experimental data are authentic and credible, the exper⁃
imental methods and conditions are those used before the
filing date of the patent in suit, the technical effect embod⁃
ied in the experimental data is the one recited in the patent
documents of the patent in suit, and the experimental data
are obtained through experiments by the patentee against
the reference documents submitted by the requestor, the
supplemental experimental data can be generally accept⁃
ed. Acceptance of supplemental experimental data shall
not stand in violation of the first⁃to⁃file principle.

In an administrative dispute over invalidation of an in⁃
vention patent titled“Nucleotide analogs”4, three request⁃
ors respectively filed a request for invalidation with the PRB,
requesting that the present patent shall be wholly invalid.
Regarding the combination of evidence used by one of the
requestors, the patentee submitted Counterevidence III ⁃ 13
with the PRB, arguing that“such an article was published in
an authoritative journal. Well⁃known experts in this field con⁃
duct examination to see whether the article is qualified for
publication. As can be seen from this article, bis(poc)pmp
is more easily absorbed by human bodies and achieves a
stronger antiviral effect …… The present invention possess⁃
es an inventive step.”Counterevidence III⁃13 discloses the
experimental data relating to the anti ⁃HIV activity of PMPA
and its precursor in MT⁃2 cells and PBMC. This experiment
monitors cell viability in the replication medium by XTT as⁃
say. According to Table 1, bis(poc)PMPA has the EC50 of
0.007μm and the IC50 of 22μm, and bis(pom)PMPA has
the EC50 of 0.05μm and the IC50 of 7.5μm. The PRB made
a decision to declare the patent in suit invalid without mak⁃
ing comments on that Counterevidence. The first ⁃ instance
court did not accept the Counterevidence III⁃13 and found
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the Decision justifiable.
In the absence of opposite evidence, the second ⁃ in⁃

stance court confirmed the authenticity of the Counter ⁃evi⁃
dence III⁃13, which is a scientific paper published in March
1998, earlier than the date on which the request for invalida⁃
tion was filed. The Counterevidence III⁃13 and the prior art
(i.e., Evidence II ⁃ 2) adopted the same experimental meth⁃
od, XTT assay, so the experimental method used in the
Counterevidence III⁃13 is the one occurring before the filing
date of the patent in suit, and the specific experimental
steps are also recited in the Counterevidence III⁃13. Mean⁃
while, the technical effect concerning antiviral activity and
cytotoxicity of the Counterevidence III⁃13 is definitely recit⁃
ed in Example 16 of the description of the patent in suit,
and the Counterevidence III⁃13 made parallel comparisons
between bis(poc)PMPA of Claim 2 of the patent in suit and
bis(pom)PMPA disclosed in Evidence II⁃2 in terms of antivi⁃
ral activity and cytotoxicity. It can thus be seen that the
Counterevidence III ⁃ 13 provides those experimental data
against particular reference document. To sum up, the ex⁃
perimental data provided in the Counterevidence III ⁃ 13
were formed subsequent to the filing date of the patent in
suit, but they can objectively manifest the technical contri⁃
butions made by the patent in suit, and the acceptance of
the experimental data would not bring about unjustified ben⁃
efits to the patentee. Thus, the Counterevidence III ⁃ 13
should be accepted for assessing the inventive step of
Claim 2 of the patent in suit. Judging from Example 16 of
the description of the patent in suit, Evidence II⁃2 and Coun⁃
terevidence III ⁃ 13, it can be known that bis(poc)PMPA of
Claim 2 of the patent in suit achieves better antiviral activity
and lower cytotoxicity over Evidence II⁃2.
5. Priority is verified on the basis of technical solutions,

rather than claims
The priority system is designed to ensure that the first

person who applies for a patent for identical inventions can
be awarded the patent right under the first⁃to⁃file principle.
The system design shall, on the one hand, provide conve⁃
niences and actual interests for applicants, and, on the oth⁃
er hand, prevent applicants from gaining unjustified bene⁃
fits. Poor claim drafting skills should not, as such, be a rea⁃
son for restricting an applicant’s entitlement to claim the pri⁃
ority. Application of partial priority should not be treated dif⁃
ferently. No technical solution pieced together by a plurality
of claims shall be entitled to claim a priority to gain unjusti⁃
fied interests from partial priority. Partial priority shall be ver⁃

ified on the basis of the claimed technical solution, and as⁃
sessment of partial priority is not restricted by claims, but
meanwhile should not transcend the claims.

In an administrative dispute over invalidation of an in⁃
vention patent titled“Nucleotide analogs”5, three request⁃
ors respectively filed a request for invalidation with the PRB,
requesting that the present patent shall be wholly invalid.
The PRB found that the applicant only claimed one priority
(US08/686,838 dated 26 July, 1996, Evidence II ⁃ 14) in re⁃
spect of the patent in suit in the phase of patent application.
There are at least several differences between the pub⁃
lished document of the patent in suit and the claimed priori⁃
ty document. Hence, Claims 1 and 3 of the patent in suit
cannot enjoy the priority of US08/686,838 filed on 26 July,
1996, and accordingly Claims 4 to 14, and 19 to 32 having
the same defect shall not be entitled to the said priority. In
view that Claims 1, 3 to 14 and 19 to 32 of the patent in suit
were not entitled to the claimed priority date, Evidence II ⁃
17, which was published earlier than the filing date of the
patent in suit, can serve as the prior art for assessing the
novelty and inventive step of Claims 1, 3 to 14 and 19 to 32
of the patent in suit. With respect to Evidence II⁃17, Claims
1, 3 to 6, 8 to 10, 22 and 26 of the patent in suit lacked nov⁃
elty, which does not conform to Article 22.2 of the Patent
Law. The PRB decided to declare the patent in suit wholly
invalid.

The first⁃instance court held that the“identical subject⁃
matters”limitation is aimed to prevent a patent applicant
from introducing into the patent application some technical
information published after the priority date, so the assess⁃
ment of priority should be made following the rule for judg⁃
ing whether amendments go beyond the original disclosure
as set forth in Article 33 of the Patent Law. That is to say, a
comparison shall be made between the priority document
and the technical solution of the patent document. In this
case, Gilead Sciences Inc. made its claim to priority, and if
the technical solution introduces the technical information
that has never occurred in the priority document, it should
be deemed that the subject⁃matter of the technical solution
is not identical to that of the priority document, and the tech⁃
nical solution should not be entitled to the priority. The pat⁃
entee claimed that Claims 1, 3 to 14 and 19 to 32 enjoyed a
foreign priority. The priority should be verified on the basis
of comparison between claims in the priority documents
and the patent application, rather than the specific com⁃
pounds contained in the claims. For judging whether the
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claim is entitled to the priority, a comparison should be
made between the claim in the granted document of the
patent in suit and the corresponding part in the priority doc⁃
ument. In view that the patentee recognized the difference
in respect of the claims between the patent document and
the priority document, as determined in the appealed Deci⁃
sion, the technical solution of the claims and that in the pri⁃
ority document do not constitute technical solutions with the
same subject ⁃matters. For this reason, the patentee’s as⁃
sertion that the claim enjoys the priority should not be up⁃
held.

The second⁃instance court held that“identical subject⁃
matters”are not directed to claims, but to the technical solu⁃
tions claimed therein, and whether subject⁃matters are iden⁃
tical can be evaluated on the basis of technical solutions to
see if the technical fields, technical problems solved and
technical effects achieved thereby are the same. A multiple
priorities system design in foreign countries further proves
that matter. In the multiple priorities system in foreign coun⁃
tries, technical solutions that can be alternatively selected
in one claim can become the minimum units for verification
of a priority. So are the minimum units for verification of a
partial priority. Article 4, Part F of the Paris Convention for
the Protection of Industrial Property reads:“No country of
the Union may refuse a priority or a patent application on
the ground that an application claiming one or more priori⁃
ties contains one or more elements that were not included
in the application or applications whose priority is claimed.”
Taking a technical solution as the minimum unit for verifica⁃
tion of a priority is in line with the legislative spirit of priority
and the relevant provisions in the Paris Convention. Partial
priority shall be verified on the basis of the claimed techni⁃
cal solution, and assessment of partial priority is not restrict⁃
ed by claims, but meanwhile should not transcend the
claims. A Markush claim, as a special drafting manner, is a
generalization of multiple technical solutions. But different
from a common generalizing method like a generic con⁃
cept, a Markush claim is, in essence, not a single technical
solution, though being formally integral. On account of the
particularities of a Markush claim, it is also possible that a
Markush claim contains a limited number of clearly⁃divided
alternative technical solutions under special circumstances.
At this time, a Markush claim can enjoy a partial priority.
6. In litigation, it is generally unadvisable to initiatively

introduce common knowledge not asserted by a requestor
Common knowledge can be common technical knowl⁃

edge well ⁃ known to those skilled in the art. Introduction of
common knowledge should meet the requirement of the
hearing principle. In the patent invalidation proceedings,
the party who advocates the use of common knowledge is
required to adduce evidence or make an adequate explana⁃
tion. In administrative lawsuits involving patent grant and af⁃
firmation, it is generally unadvisable to initiatively introduce
the evidence of common knowledge which is not used by
the requestor in invalidation examination and not cited by
the PRB during examination, let alone combining the evi⁃
dence of common knowledge with the reference document
to assess the inventive step of the patent in suit.

In an administrative dispute over invalidation of an in⁃
vention patent titled“Electrostatic dust separator”6, Claim
1 of the patent in suit reads: an electrostatic dust separator
(8) for horizontal gas throughflow comprising: a housing (2)
which is substantially rotationally symmetrical in relation to
a central housing axis (3) and has a tubular inlet port (1)
and a tubular outlet port (9), characterized in that the tubu⁃
lar inlet port (1) flares in a single conical section (10) up to
80 to 95% of the housing diameter (D), the remaining widen⁃
ing of 5 to 20% of the housing diameter (D) takes the form
of a step (5) which is configured to be substantially perpen⁃
dicularly and radially symmetrical in relation to the housing
axis (3); and at least two perforated gas⁃distributing plates
(6, 6’, 6”) arranged in the conical section (10) and substan⁃
tially perpendicularly in relation to the housing axis. The re⁃
questor argued against the inventive step of Claim 1 of the
present patent over the combination of Evidence 1 and 5.
However, in the PRB’s view, Evidence 5 does not disclose
in a clear⁃worded language that the inlet is not conical, but
pyramid ⁃ shaped with a square cross section. Bearing in
mind a cylindrical housing (1) disclosed in Evidence 1,
those skilled in the art will apparently make the shape
adaptable to the cylindrical housing (1). That is to say,
when applying the single conical section and the step in Evi⁃
dence 5 to Evidence 1, those skilled in the art who intends
to render the gas flow more uniform would readily conceive
of further dimensioning the single conical section and the
step in Evidence 5 to the size within the dimensional range
defined in Claim 1 of the present patent by means of the
conventional experimental means in the art, thereby obvi⁃
ously arriving at the technical solution of Claim 1. Accord⁃
ingly, the PRB made the appealed Decision, declaring the
patent in suit invalid.

The first ⁃ instance court disagreed, holding that al⁃
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though an inlet of a conical shape is not definitely disclosed
in Evidence 5, square and circle are conventional choices
for the shape of the inlet and housing of a dust separator
from the viewpoint of those skilled in the art. Therefore, on
the basis of the structure of“a tapered inlet and step”dis⁃
closed in Evidence 5, those skilled in the art will be surely
motivated to adaptively amend it to be“a conical inlet and
step”structure of the cylindrical housing in the patent in
suit, and apply the said structure to Evidence 1 to arrive at
the technical solution of claim 1 of the patent in suit. Evi⁃
dence 5 teaches to apply the distinguishing technical fea⁃
ture to Evidence 1 to solve the technical problem actually
solved by the patent in suit. As for the size of the“conical in⁃
let”and the“step”, it can be obtained by those skilled in
the art after finite experiments. After analysis, it is found that
Claim 1 of the patent in suit lacks an inventive step over Evi⁃
dence 1 in view of Evidence 5 and common knowledge.
The PRB’s determination of Claim 1 of the patent in suit be⁃
ing inventive is correct.

The second⁃instance court was in favour of the finding
of the first⁃instance court that those skilled in the art can, af⁃
ter reading Evidence, derive therefrom that the inlet part is
either round or square. However, as regards the content in
the First⁃instance Judgment that“square and circle are con⁃
ventional choices for the shape of the inlet and housing of a
dust separator from the viewpoint of those skilled in the
art”, the requestor did not argue that the above mentioned
content was common knowledge and can be used in con⁃
junction with Evidence 5 in the invalidation proceedings,
and the PRB failed to determine ex officio“square and cir⁃
cle are conventional choices for the shape of the inlet and
housing of a dust separator”as common knowledge, and
assess the inventive step of claim 1 of the patent in suit over
the combination of common knowledge and Evidence 5.
There is no legal basis for the first ⁃ instance court to intro⁃
duce the common knowledge which is not put forward by
the party concerned in the invalidation proceedings and
combine the same with Evidence 5 to assess the inventive
step of Claim 1 of the patent in suit.■

(Proofread by Yang Boyong)
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